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sew in the know

SEW WHEREVER YOU GO
A: Put light where you need it with the sleek UnoLamp with Clamp. The 
table lamp has a flexible arm to direct light where needed, a switch dimmer with four 
brightness levels, and an LED light for true color matching. $50; daylightcompany.com
B: A small, adjustable lap table provides a sturdy surface, making it perfect for 
appliqué and handwork. The Lap App features a nonslip area for tracing and marking, 
an ironing cover, a pocket for needlework scissors, spindles for thread storage, and a 
magnet to catch needles. $69.99; lapappstore.net
C: Press seams with ease using the Roll & Press by Joan Hawley. It is ideal 
for paper-piecing, curved seams, and fabric you can't iron, such as laminates. The 
ergonomic handle allows you to press or fold seams without fabric distortion.  
$15.50; clover-usa.com
D: Audition fabric and organize blocks that are cut and ready to sew with  
the 10"-square design board by Lori Holt of Bee in my Bonnet. The boards stack easily 
for storing several projects at a time. $9.98; fatquartershop.com
E: Compact, portable, and effective, the Wedge Iron has a narrow tip  
that is perfect for small patchwork, awkward seams, and repeat pressing such as  
chain-piecing and foundation paper piecing. $49.98; clover-usa.com
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 Cute Case: A magnet-lined 
case that has a Flying Geese design 
is a pretty way to carry needles and 
embroidery scissors when on the go. 
Elastic straps keep tools secure. Its 
small size let it slip easily into your 
purse. $18; sublimestitching.com

 Jazz Hands: Add a touch 
of bling to your sewing with a 
Bedazzled Thread Cutterz Ring. The 
recessed blades easily cut threads 
for chain-piecing, hand-quilting, 
binding, and embroidery. The 
adjustable size makes it ideal for all 
ages. $19.95; thread-cutterz1 
.myshopify.com

 Shimmer and Shine: Tula 
Pink's 6" Straight Scissors are great 

for trimming fabric, threads, and 
appliqué shapes. They have an 

iridescent finish and carry the Tula 
Pink signature for true scissor style. 

$25; missouriquiltco.com

 Scissor Frill: Bring beaded 
charm to your favorite scissors with 
a Scissorfobz. Each fob is one-of-a-
kind, making it easy to identify your 
scissors on retreats. A scissor point 
protector and an extender chain for 
larger scissors comes with each fob. 
$19.99; scissorfobz.com

SEW IN 
STYLE

FPO

FPO

FPO

Preserving History by Julie 
Hendricksen shows you how to reproduce 
time-honored treasures from the 
late 1800s through the 1930s using 
modern quilting tools and skills. $24.99; 
shopmartingale.com
Piecing Makeover by Patty Murphy 
tackles problems every quilter faces, 
including wonky strip sets, seam bulk, 
and pieces that don't quite fit together. 
The book's easy-to-follow solutions will 
help you fix any quilting hangup without 
frustration. $29.95; ctpub.com

BOOKS WE 



SPRING FEVER

Get our best tricks and tips 
for machine appliqué at 
AllPeopleQuilt.com/XXX.
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 Strip It Down: Take the math out of cutting fabric and squaring up 
blocks with the Stripology Squared ruler by Gudrun Erla of GE Designs. The 
ruler has slits for cutting in 1⁄ 2" intervals and extra markings for common 
precut sizes like 11⁄ 2" and 21⁄ 2". Diagonal lines make squaring up triangle-
squares easy, too. $46.95; find a retailer at creativegridsusa.com

 Spring Style: Use pastel prints, floral 
fabrics, and spring motifs in a quilt that’s 
perfect for the season. Visit AllPeopleQuilt 
.com/XXX for free patterns.

 Flower Power: Use 
machine-appliqué to fill your 
quilts with beautiful blooms. 
Visit AllPeopleQuilt.com/XXX 
for free patterns.

 Fast Flying Geese: Make four 
Flying Geese units at a time with no fabric 
waste using SQangles Quick Fours. The 
iron-on transfers come in a variety of sizes. 
They have clear stitching and cutting lines 
for perfect Flying Geese every time. $15; 
suzieqquilts.com

 Mariner's Magic: Strip-piece your way to 
easy 16-point Mariner's Compass blocks using 
the Skinny Robin 45� compass ruler. The ruler 
allows you to make blocks in sizes from 6" to 
36", and the accompanying pattern booklet has 
the center circle templates for all sizes. To truly 
understand the magic, visit the website for how-
to videos. $39.95; robinruthdesign.com

SEW WITH SHORTCUTS

Love pinwheels? See more 
easy, breezy patterns at 
AllPeopleQuilt.com/XXX.

FOLLOW US ON 
SOCIAL MEDIA!

pinterest.com/apqmagazine

facebook.com/apqmagazine

instagram.com/allpeoplequilt


